
H GRANT DESIGNS 
DELIVERS WEBSITE DESIGN 
SOLUTIONS FOR NEWARK 

For Website Design & Development Services, Newark, NJ 
businesses trust H Grant Designs. Through WordPress, we design 
effective websites and provide ongoing support. 
 
Let's get started! 
 
 
Your website might be the first impression that your target audience gets of your 
Newark-area business. You can’t afford to have an ineffective website because 
you won’t get a second chance to make a great first impression. 
 
In what now seems like the old days, it was a difficult task to design and maintain a business 
website. Complicated coding would take hundreds of hours for even the best coders to perform. 
Even then, the finished product often left much to be desired as both businesses and users 
found it frustrating to navigate the websites and enjoy a smooth experience. 
 
Since then, there’s been a game-changer: WordPress. With WordPress, you have a platform 
that makes it much easier to create and maintain websites that look great and perform well. 
Even better, WordPress enables businesses themselves to make choices, add changes, and 
perform updates anytime they want to. 
 
Here in the Newark area, H Grant Designs provides assistance to small businesses that need to 
develop websites customized for their exact needs. As a result, the companies we help see 
improved customer retention due to the trust and loyalty they build with their clients. That in turn 
leads to better lead generation, a stronger and more expansive online presence, and a growing 
customer base. With us, you’ll get a team of experts dedicated to helping you create a bold, 
effective, and modern website that helps you reach your desired audience, promote your brand, 
and establish your niche in the marketplace. 

https://hgrantdesigns.com/contact/


 
Request a quote! 
 

 
The Benefits of Going with H Grant Designs 

 
Here are some of the many ways you’ll benefit when you trust H Grant with your website design 
and maintenance needs: 
 

● Fast, responsive, and easy to navigate. Something customers don’t want to do in 
this fast-paced world is waste time. If a website isn’t mobile-friendly, if pages don’t load 
quickly, if it isn’t easy to find what they need, or if the checkout process is frustrating, 
they’re going to leave and not come back. H Grant Designs will design a website that 
looks great and functions smoothly so that users will be more likely to complete sales 
and return in the future. Pages will load in under two seconds, and if they don’t, we’ll 
make the needed adjustments. In effect, you’ll have one of the fastest and most reliable 
websites in your field, giving you an edge on the competition. 

● Ongoing support. WordPress will make it easier for you to maintain and update your 
website on your own if that’s what you want to do. Whether that’s your preference or 
you’d rather enjoy continued support, H Grant Designs will be there for you. We’ll guide 
you through the process of all of the following and more: making software updates, 
maintaining the site anytime you want to, and making on-the-go changes when the 
evolving market demands that you do so to keep up. 

● A unique presence. A lot of businesses like to mimic the websites of successful 
competitors because the model’s already there and it seems to work. One reason this is 
not such a great idea is obvious: possible legal issues. However, another is more subtle: 
if the look and the experience you provide isn’t much different from everyone else, then 
why should customers stick with you instead of going with just anyone who can provide 
what they need? The website we help you design will not only offer a user-friendly 
experience but will also have a unique look and feel that creates a lasting impression 
and promotes your brand. 

● Great content. The best-looking websites aso have the best content; they just go 
hand-in-hand because that’s where the customers are and that’s what they want. We’ll 
make sure the website we help you design answers customers’ questions and gives 
them other information they need in a simple, timely manner. 

● Google Analytics. All websites H Grant designs include Google Analytics, a tool that 
helps companies track consumer trends and research how to get the attention of 
audiences they’re not reaching. It can also help you figure out why customers may be 
closing certain pages or choosing competitors over you. 

● Maximize SEO! Search Engine Optimization is something you hear about constantly 
today, and for good reason. Effective SEO improves a company’s ranking in search 

https://hgrantdesigns.com/contact/


engine results, and that’s critical in a climate where customers often go with one of the 
first few results. Together, we’ll develop the kinds of keywords and terms needed for 
maximized SEO and make sure your website is making good use of them. As this is an 
ongoing process, we’ll also be here for you to keep abreast of changing preferences and 
search terms so that you can make updates accordingly. 

● Lead generation. If you’re going to grow your business and expand its customer base, 
you have to constantly be generating new leads. H Grant Designs will assist you in 
determining what practices or other websites will perform the best lead generation for 
your business. Views and conversions will increase, and potential customers will 
become paying customers. Paying customers who have a great experience with your 
site and your product are more likely to become loyal customers, and they’ll help you 
expand because they’ll spread the word in person and on social media. 

 
Our process has 4 steps: Discovery, where we meet with you and look at what isn’t working 
and go over your needs; Proposal, where we map out your ideal website and provide a quote 
based on the time, features, and costs; Prototype, the phase where we actually build the site, 
keeping you involved and making adjustments all along the way; and Design, where we finally 
put everything together and see what the new website is actually going to look like. 
 
Every day you wait is a day you might be losing customers to the competition.  
 
Get in touch with the experts at H Grant Designs for your Newark business 
today! 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT: This written material has been prepared based on sources which you 
provided. Neither Flocksy or the creative who wrote the copy makes any claims whatsoever 
as to the accuracy of the information contained within, and they are not responsible for any 
legal or financial difficulty resulting from the use of this written material. We encourage you 
to review it thoroughly before disseminating it or using it in trade. 
 
SOURCES USED:  
https://hgrantdesigns.com/essex-web-design/newark-web-design/ 
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